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Our Audience

T

he DESK provides buy-side traders and their counterparts with precise detail on the macro-drivers, events
and plans that are shaping liquidity and price discovery in fixed income markets. The DESK’s quarterly
magazine, daily news, weekly newsletters and social media feeds give us a constant flow of information
to the market, blending a mix of exclusive stories, in-depth trader profiles and technical analysis of trading
across the cash and derivatives’ fixed income markets.
The DESK is trusted by bond traders to be the best information on market structure, data and trade
execution. Using a unique model of feedback via monthly off-the-record briefings and quarterly quantitative
research, we help buy-side traders to navigate the evolving fixed income markets and sell-side traders to better support
their clients.
Our readers predominantly come from the developed financial market centres of Europe and North America, but our
combination of print and digital gives The DESK a truly global reach.
Talking about bonds starts at the DESK.
Dan Barnes
Managing Editor, The DESK
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The DESK magazine is published quarterly and is estimated to reach
over 12,000 key decision makers across the globe through its print & digital distribution

www.fi-desk.com

Contact: scott.galvin@fi-desk.com

Marketing Opportunities
CONTENT CREATION

The DESK magazine offers a range of sponsored/co-branded marketing and event services
to partners looking for opportunities to engage with industry participants effectively through
a dynamic and diverse range of digital, print and physical media. These services also provide
our clients with exposure to the The DESK community and channels whilst leveraging the
The DESK brand, reputation and reach.
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MTS Time Series Data – Build informed trading strategies

Market participants need both quantity and quality of data. You asked for it.
We’ve got it.
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Viewpoint | Emerging markets trading | Craig McLeod

markets, with nascent and developing debt
infrastructures and diverse and changing political
and economic environments, makes the liquidity
picture even more complex. While at the same
time providing new opportunities for risk exposure
and portfolio differentiation. EM traders therefore
increasingly need an efficient way to understand
the complexity, and to piece together the liquidity
without pushing up operating & execution costs.

Exploring the new frontiers of
emerging markets trading
Today’s EM traders need more data, market access and broader liquidity than
ever before to meet the investment profiles of their portfolios. Craig McLeod,
Head of Emerging Markets at MarketAxess, discusses how electronic trading
is evolving in response.

O

n 27th September, MarketAxess
announced that it had become the third
platform to partner with the China Foreign
Exchange Trading System (CFETS) to provide
global investors with trading access to the China
interbank bond market. A milestone for us, and
for our partners at CFETS and Bond Connect –
whose drive to expand and diversify global investor
participation in their $15tn onshore bond market
is matched by the demand for those assets:
overseas investor average daily volume reached
around $7.2bn at the start of this year.
The opening up of the China bond market, and
China’s inclusion in a number of leading EM fixed
income indices, is an important chapter in the
expansion story of emerging markets debt, and
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n the global fixed income markets, more
accessible and meaningful data has
become critical as the seismic shift towards
electronification continues, and market volatility
has increased. But whereas equities participants
typically only rely on order book data, in the fixed
income market, following the introduction of MiFID
II, there has been an explosion in the array of
Coming up fast on the rails alongside
it is data types and sources from which to
different
Switch trading – the ability to simultaneously
choose – and not all of it is of the best quality.
buy and sell short and long durations in 28
local
Truly
high-quality market data provides a
currencies. We’ve seen immediate momentum
compass to navigate unchartered waters, such
behind it since the second half of 2020,
largelyin which the global fixed income industry
as those
due to the time savings and price improvements
it itself.
currently finds
can provide. We’ve seen demand acrossInallparticular,
local
participants have been seeking to
EM markets.
expand the range of sources of firm data to act
Finally, there are developments that
aspair
a benchmark for trading decisions. To operate
data depth with analytical intelligence,effectively
to help in volatile markets, participants need
provide that extra edge. Tools that help
traders todata sources that provide detailed
trustworthy
understand where their best execution
options of
are,
coverage
the markets in which they trade.
and who the best counterparties are to
fulfil their
Nowhere
is this need more pressing than in the
liquidity needs. Here, we’ve started the
journey government bond markets.
European
with tools like Smart Dealer Select (it does
what this backdrop, the ability to access
Against
it says on the tin), but I think there is much
more
real-time
and executable prices from a broad range
innovation to come.
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it’s one that’s firmly grounded in innovation and
electronification. And so it got me thinking further
about the ways in which electronic platforms are
shaping EM trading.
Piecing together fragmented liquidity
Like most stories in fixed income, trading emerging
markets is all about piecing together fragmented
liquidity. The EM asset class has grown over
200% in a ten year period in which, at the same
time, regulators have constrained bank balance
sheets across the world. The result has been
an increasing shift in inventory into regional and
domestic investors and dealers, creating a more
complex, more fragmented liquidity pool.
The inclusion in this picture of new frontier
The DESK | Q3 2021

Saving costs, maintaining alpha
It’s possible to overuse the word ‘efficiency’, but
in the context of trading EM, I doubt we will. It
will always be important to save time, find fair
prices and optimise execution cost. Clients are
looking for more efficient ways to trade flows; to
automate decision making and increase lowtouch or no-touch trading; and to take advantage
of increasingly equity-like liquidity pools and
workflows.
EM clients have therefore helped to drive
protocol innovation and data quality enhancements
through fixed income trading, with electronic
platforms developing rapidly in response to their
needs. That drive is still accelerating.
‘E’ for innovation
Some of those E-trading developments have already
seen widespread adoption across asset-classes
and client types: portfolio trading, for instance,
or automated RFQ. The former has had much
coverage, and while it’s still only a small percentage
of EM volumes traded globally across all platforms,
we see it picking up in popularity across our clients
as their index exposures broaden.
Other developments, though, are proving
to be very EM-specific, yet driving increasingly
large overall trading activity. Request-for-market
(RFM) for instance, is the fastest growing trading
protocol for EM debt that we’ve seen in the last 2
years; originally used for EM rates trading but now
extended to credit. It gives traders a 2-way market
through which to risk transfer large block orders
electronically, while keeping their intended trading
side discrete – meaning true, fair and competitive
price formation together with execution efficiency.
The DESK | Q3 2021
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of markets is more essential than ever, helping
participants to build a better picture of price
formation to inform effective trading strategies. ‘Big
data’ alone is no longer enough – it must be of
exceptional quality before innovative analytics tools
can be applied to it to convert raw information into
valuable insight.
MTS offers either high-quality, detailed data
packages via proprietary API and data vendor feeds
(including Bloomberg, Class Editori, ICE, SIX Financial
Information, FIS, Refinitiv, Infront and Morningstar)
or an advanced trading GUI that displays real-time
price information direct from our leading interdealer
European government bond markets.
Our real-time cash bond data provides
continuous pricing information throughout the
trading day with depth and all associated volumes,
sourced from a trading community of over 500
unique counterparties and average daily turnover
exceeding €130 billion.
Additionally, our BV Composite offering is
derived from the latest real-time quotes received
from our extensive network of BondVision dealers
on the trading platform. It is designed to provide an
The DESK | Q3 2021

All-to-all, all in one – what’s next?
In 2020, we were lucky enough to be voted
by our clients as the world’s leading EM bond
trading platform*. Of all the innovations that we
and our competitors have delivered over the past
few years, that vote pointed to one in particular
– the application of all-to-all trading to global
emerging markets.
No matter what the range of protocols or clever
ways to trade, what matters more than anything
is the depth and breadth of the liquidity pool. With
more than 1600 clients now trading EM products
across countries like Brazil, Mexico, Thailand,
South Africa, India and many more, that’s what
we’ve built. A local bank or buy-side firm in any
one of those countries can trade EM debt with
anyone in another, effectively democratising and
centralising important global and local liquidity.
What comes next will, I hope, be more of the
same. More local markets, increased data and
price transparency across those markets, and a
wider range of products and protocols with which,
and through which, to trade.
Emerging markets are a complex and evolving
segment for fixed income, presenting new frontiers
for traders. But no matter where those frontiers
appear, we’re keeping pace. n
*Source: Global Capital.
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accurate indication of market level for EGBs, Gilts,
SSAs, and covered bond sectors.
In the swaps market, we have partnered
with TraditionDATA, the data arm of Compagnie
Financière Tradition, to create a new data service
that consolidates MTS’s real-time French, German,
Italian and Spanish government bond data with
real-time EUR interest rate data from Tradition’s
OTC derivatives trading platform, Trad-X, to
produce related Asset Swap Prices.
We recognise that for many participants, speed
is also key. Low-latency market data is now firmly
established as a critical component of today’s
fixed income markets, enabling participants to
feed trading strategies and meet best practice
requirements. Access to quality, high speed
data and analysis is the number one priority and
challenge for many buy-side dealing desks.
To this end, we recently launched MTS Alpha,
a real-time unnetted and ultra-low latency tick-bytick price feed for bond future deliverables that hit
the MTS Cash markets in France, Germany, Italy
and Spain.
Data analytics and artificial intelligence are
changing the face of financial markets, and fixed
income is no different. With the right tools, insight
into liquidity can be unleashed to huge advantage
– but only if the data is from the purest source of
electronically traded prices.
To address the increasing needs for liquidity
assessment within the bond markets, MTS and
Yield Book recently introduced a collaborative set
The DESK | Q3 2021

of pre-trade and post-trade analytical measures for
the European government bond market.
The service combines MTS’s wealth of time
series data with Yield Book’s advanced analytical
models, to help clients with their liquidity risk
research and decision-making needs. It offers a
robust methodology for calculating theoretical
liquidity, including securities that have not traded
recently, access to pre-trade and post-trade
liquidity metrics across multiple order book levels,
and over five years of historical liquidity metrics
data, allowing backfilling.
As electronification continues and participants
become more sophisticated, the need for quality
and comprehensive data is only set to continue.
We look forward to continuing to innovate to
support the diverse needs of different market
participants during this period of evolution in our
industry.
About MTS
MTS is one of Europe’s leading facilitators of
electronic fixed income markets, connecting a
network of over 500 unique counterparties across
Europe and the US, with average daily volumes
exceeding €130 billion in 2020. MTS is part of the
Euronext Group.

www.mtsmarkets.com
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At The DESK we understand that clients are looking for a marketing exposure that goes
beyond straightforward advertising. We are therefore able to offer a limited number of marketing
packages to include the following items:
• A thought leadership article of two or more pages;
• A PDF of your article on publication for your own marketing use (with accreditation);
• A full page advertisement in a prime position;
• A directory listing;
• 50 free copies of the publication.
Total package £16,500 for 2 editions | £26,750 for series of 4

SPONSORED PODCAST
The DESK will produce, broadcast and promote a podcast. Each podcast features an interview
with an industry expert on a specific topic and is published on our website.
From £5,400 per episode | From £13,800 for series of 3

WEBINARS & ROUNDTABLES
The DESK will organise, host, produce and promote an in-person or virtual roundtable, or a
custom webinar in the form of a one-hour virtual event. Promotion to the The DESK community
is included.
From £18,000

VIDEO INTERVIEWS
The DESK will manage the coordination, production, publication and promotion of video
interviews. Cost includes moderation and promotion via The DESK channels.
From £5,400

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Various display advertising opportunities are available across The DESK’s print, digital and
eNewsletter distribution channels.
See Rate Card
Rates are in £ sterling – prevailing US dollar and euro rates apply at the time of booking (based
on the spot rate +3%). All rates are exclusive of VAT.

www.fi-desk.com

Contact: scott.galvin@fi-desk.com

2022 Rate Card & Contacts
PRINT SPECIFICATIONS
Print advertising requirements are as follows:
• Full page trim size: 170mm wide x 225mm tall (all type within 10mm of trim line)
• Full page bleed size: 176mm wide x 231mm high (add 3mm bleed on all sides)
• Double page insertions should be supplied as two single pages. If text runs across gutter,
allow at least 12mm text gap for gutter on both pages
• We require digital files supplied as press-optimised (300dpi) PDFs. All fonts and graphics
must be embedded in the file. Artwork should include bleed and trim marks.
• For best practice PDF output guidelines, please refer to PPA Pass4Press standards

2022 COPY DEADLINES
Issue

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Copy deadline

25 Feb

13 May

2 Sep

18 Nov

Publication date

24 Mar

9 Jun

29 Sep

15 Dec

PRINT ADVERTISING RATES
Quarterly Display Ads

Rate per Insertion

Outside Back Cover

£9,900

Prime Position

£8,000

Full Page

£5,950

• Discounts are provided on commitment to multiple issues

DIGITAL ADVERTISING RATES
Home Page & Run of Site
Billboard

Desktop Size
970x250

Mobile Size

Rate pcm
£3,700

970x90 or 728x90

320x100 or 320x50

£2,700

Half Page (cross device)

300x600

300x250

£3,500

MPU (cross device)

300x250

300x250

£2,600

Leaderboard

Homepage takeover (per week)

£7,500

Static banner site-wide
Weekly eNewsletter

£2,900
970x250 or 728x90

£4,000

Rates are in £ sterling – prevailing US dollar and euro rates apply at the time of booking (based
on the spot rate +3%). All rates are exclusive of VAT.

www.fi-desk.com

DIGITAL SPECIFICATIONS
The following file specifications are accepted:
• File types: static JPG, PNG or GIF
• Max file size: 250k
• Border: recommend creatives have a white or gray background with a border around the
image at least 1px thick
• In-banner video/animation: 30sec. Auto play permitted. Sound must be polite. Must include
player controls
• In-banner audio: user initiated audio, “mute/unmute”
• 3rd party tags are accepted (DFA/DCM/GCM internal redirects preferred; all other adservers
must be supplied as https javascript tags.) *Any HTML5 which has been supplied as ZIP
must be in compliance with DFP & HTTPS requirements
• eNewsletters: Static images only JPG, PNG and destination URL

CONTACTS
Editor
Publisher
Sales Director
Production
Subscriptions
Address

Dan Barnes | dan.barnes@fi-desk.com | +44 (0)7949 634842
Ian Rycott | ian.rycott@fi-desk.com | +44 (0)7800 913005
Scott Galvin | scott.galvin@fi-desk.com | +44 (0)20 8050 5864
production@fi-desk.com
subscriptions@fi-desk.com
The DESK, Markets Media Publishing Ltd
Suite D, The Business Centre, Faringdon Avenue,
Romford RM3 8EN, UK
+44 (0)20 8050 5864
www.fi-desk.com

Contact: scott.galvin@fi-desk.com

